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	Sams Teach Yourself Windows XP Computer Basics All in One, 9780672325359 (0672325357), Sams Publishing, 2003
Have you ever wished you had just one book, a truly complete  reference that tells you what you need to know about your new or upgraded  computer? Have you wanted one that's written in plain talk, one that tells you  what you need to know to get started, and one that takes you to the next level  without being too techie? Have you wanted a book that could talk to your level  without talking down to you?

You are holding such a book. Sams Teach  Yourself Windows XP Computer Basics All in One is one massive title out  of the team of tomes in the All in One  series.

The goal of this book is to provide you with all the  information you need, and no more, to understand these topics:

	
    Windows XP

    
	
    Computer Hardware Basics

    
	
    Computer Software Basics

    
	
    Microsoft Office

    
	
    Upgrades and Computer Fixes

    
	
    Networking Issues

    


The expert teachers, trainers, and technical writers who put  this book together all understand precisely what computer problems you face and  they know how to provide the solutions. For example, if you've bought your first  computer and have no idea how to start a program, the answer is here. If you  want to create a network computer system for an organization and provide  security and reliability, the answer is here.
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Networks of Innovation : Change and Meaning in the Age of the InternetOxford University Press, 2006
Integrating concepts from multiple theoretical disciplines and detailed analyses of the evolution of Internet-related innovations (including computer networking, the World Wide Web and the Linux open source operating system), this book develops foundations for a new theoretical and practical
understanding of innovation. It covers topics...

		

Handbook of Graph TheoryCRC Press, 2003

	Over tlid- past forty years, graph theory has been one of the most rapidly growing

	areas of mathematics. Siuee 19oO, more than 10.000 different authors have published

	papers classified as graph l he or Ñƒ by XI nth Reviews, and for the past decade, over 1000

	graph theory papers have been published each year.





	litis...

		

Business Data Communications and NetworkingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009


	Over the past few years, many fundamental changes have occurred in data communications

	and networking that will shape the future for decades to come. Networking

	applications such as the Internet and World Wide Web have exploded into the business

	world. High-speed modems providing megabit data rates (millions of bits per second)...




	

Advances in Evolutionary Algorithms: Theory, Design and PracticeSpringer, 2006
The goal of this book is to develop efficient optimization algorithms to solve diverse real-world problems of graded difficulty. Genetic and evolutionary mechanisms have been deployed for reaching the goal.

This book has made five significant contributions in the realm of genetic and evolutionary computation (GEC).

Practical...

		

Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics: The Strange Theory of Light in a BoxJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	What happens to light when it is trapped in a box?


	Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics addresses a fascinating question in physics: what happens to light, and in particular to its interaction with matter, when it is trapped inside a box? With the aid of a model-building approach, readers discover the answer to this question and come to...


		

Professional JavaScript for Web DevelopersWrox Press, 2012


	SOME CLAIM THAT JAVASCRIPT is now the most popular programming language in the world, running

	any number of complex web applications that the world relies on to do business, make purchases,

	manage processes, and more.




	JavaScript is very loosely based on Java, an object-oriented programming language popularized

	for...
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